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Introduction

Design phase decisions:

•Scale: regional

Relief and bathymetry 
get importance in this 
map, since complete 

Historical Seismicity Maps Historical Seismicity: largest earthquakes felt 
in an area during the past.

Design phase decisions:

•Scale: national

The scale and the short 
number of earthquakes to 
represent in these maps 

In order to understand more deeply the high seismic activity of Central
America, the cooperative project RESIS II, for regional and national
seismic hazard assessment, is carried out with funding from the
Norwegian government.

Five types of maps have been developed along the different phases of
the study to represent graphically partial and final results. All these
maps have been created within a Geographic Information System
(GIS) that has permitted the integrated management of large data
bases, geographical information and

taking in account data nature and the purpose, type, scale, end-users
and means of visualization of each map. The cartographer has been in
coordination with the authors of the maps (study researchers),
discussing on several aspects of representation techniques (such as
choices of color ranges, data processing, classification criteria,
symbolizing, etc.) when cartographic representation rules and
seismologic conventions came into conflict, with the aim of reaching a
consensus solution.

results of queries and analyses based on that information in the same
environment. So, every map composed is not only a paper document,
but a data base where the user can consult tables associated to any
element represented geographically. Moreover, a Web Map Server
(WMS) has been implemented to publish the created maps and layers
that can be visualized and queried by users from all over the world.

This poster illustrates the different maps created and the more
important decisions made along the cartographic process,

All maps have in common… 

•Reference System: WGS-84

•Map Projection: UTM-16N

•Base Map elements: boundaries, 

1 Tectonics Map Tectonic: relating to, causing, or resulting from structural 
deformation of the earth's crust.
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•Scale: regional. 

•Mean of visualization: paper.

Compilation phase decisions:

•Visual variable: position.

•Symbology: geology conventions are 
applied. 

•Number of maps: 1

Purpose: To know the tectonic
structures in the study area in order to
understand where and why earthquakes
happen. Fig. 1: Central America 

tectonics map

map, since complete 
the tectonic structures 
description. 

As structures have 
their own toponyms, it 
is advisable not 
include too much 
places names in the 
base map to avoid the 
final map becomes 
incomprehensible.

Scale: national.

•Mean of visualization: paper.

Compilation phase decisions:

•Data classification criteria: 
magnitude and depth.

•Visual Variables: position, size and 
color.

Color range (red-orange-yellow)
according to depth (crustal-interface-
inslab).

•Points symbology: geometric shape.

•Number of maps: 6

Fig. 2: Costa Rica Historical Seismicity

represent in these maps 
allow the cartographer 
symbolizing two aspects 
of the variable: 
magnitude (is represented 
by the circle size) and 
depth (by the color range 
shown in the map legend) 
(Figure 2).

In such maps, cities 
names help the user with 
the earthquakes location.

p ,
relief, bathimetry, toponyms.

•End-users: mainly professionalusers, 
such Civil Protection managers, urban 
planners, architects, civil engineers, risk 
insures and other stakeholders, 
specially from the Central American 
region.

DEPTH CLASIFFICATION:

•Crustal: depth < 25 km

•Interface subduction: 

25 ≤ depth ≤ 60 km

•Inslab: depth > 60 km
Purpose: To show where the largest earthquakes
have occured.

Epicenters Maps

Design phase decisions:

•Scale: regional.

•Means of visualization: paper / WMS.

Earthquake epicenter: surface projection of an earthquake focus.

Compilation phase decisions:

•Data classification criterion: depth.

•Visual variables: position and color.

(Same color range than in the previous case)

•Point symbology: geometric shape.

•Information stored to show in WMS: date, time,
magnitude, depth, coordinates, agency.

•Number of maps: 3

In figure3 the authors of the maps want to show the
earthquakes distribution, so it is not necessary to identify
every one. It is a static map.

Figure 4 shows a view of the WMS where a query of
epicenters by magnitude-and-depth has been done. The point
symbol is a sphere that broadens when is pointed with the
mouse. With the aim of make the queries quicker, bathimetry
is not incorporated to this map. It is an interactive map.

The advantage of the WMS opposite to the paper map is that
the first one stores large information about the represented
earthquakes that the user can extract.

Using the information tool, the user can ask for earthquakes
additional data.

In the query window the user has to fill in the parameters.

Purpose: To take out 
data associated to 
every seism

Purpose: To know the spatial and 
time distribution of the 
earthquakes
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Fig. 4: View of the Web Map Server – VISOR RESIS IIFig. 3: Collage made of the epicenters paper maps

Seismic Zoning Maps Seismogenic Zone: region in which seismic parameters (activity rate and magnitude distribution) are homogeneous. All parts of a seismogenic zone have similar 
seismic potential. The authors of the maps have defined the zones based on the seismicity and the tectonics of the study area.

Design phase decisions:

•Scale: regional / national.

•Mean of visualization: paper.

Compilation phase decisions:

•Data classification criteria: scale 
and depth.

Vi l V i bl iti

Purpose: To represent the seismogenic zones together with the epicenters and the
tectonics.

The seismic zoning was carried out at two scales. First, the regional
zoning was defined and then a national zoning was done to increase the
degree of detail. National zones fit in the regional zones as figures 6
and 5 show, respectively. The same work was done for interface
subduction and inslab, and the same symbology has been applied to the
zones (Fig. 7).

The most important data in these maps are the seismic zones, but to
avoid hiding the base map, a device has been emploied: transparency.

A th iti f l i id ith th

q

Interface 
Subduction
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•Visual Variable: position.

•Additional data: satellite image

•Number of maps: 6

Fig. 5: Crustal regional seismic zoning map Fig. 6: Crustal national seismic zoning map

As the position of several zones names coincide with other map
elements, their reading becames difficult. In order to solve this situation,
a shadow was applied to the text symbology.

Seismic Hazard Maps
Seismic Hazard Assessment of an area is the estimation of the expected seismic ground motion that can be exceeded for a 

given probability level (or equivalently, for its inverse, the return period, RP) in that area .

Design phase decisions:

•Scale: regional / national.

•Mean of visualization: paper / WMS

Compilation phase decisions:

In these maps, the symbolized variable (seismic
hazard on rock conditions) presents a continuos
spatial distribution.

Class intervals have been defined manually to help
visualizing lateral changes of the represented
parameter, detailing those zones where the variability
is higher and lower Only seven intervals have been

Return 
Period Scale

Ground 
Motion 

Parameter
Nº maps

Color
Range

500 years Regional
PGA
SA (2.0 s) 3

SEISMIC HAZARD IN ROCK CONDITIONS 1000-years RP

2500-years RP

Fig. 7: Details of 
national seismic zoning 
maps

Inslab
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p p

•Data classification criteria: Return Period, map scale and 
ground motion parameter.

•Visual Variable: Color range (different for each RP)

•Number of maps: 27 (Figure 8)

Purpose: To illustrate how the 
seismic hazard varies and to show 

the zones where the represented 
parameter reaches maximum and 

minumum values.
Purpose: To take out the 
ground motion parameter 
value in the clicked point.

is higher and lower. Only seven intervals have been
defined to avoid obscuring the information contained
in the map.

Although the use of the traffic-light criterion is
extended in symbolizing natural disasters to represent
low (green), moderate (orange) and high (red) level
of danger, the cartographer has chosen two-color
graded patterns (Figure 8) to indicate the progessive
variability of seismic hazard.

Fig. 9: Panama Seismic Hazard in terms of PGA for three return periods (500, 1000 and 2500 
years)

Fig. 10: Panama Seismic 
Hazard in terms of PGA 

for 2500-years return 
period

Fig. 11: View of the 
VISOR RESIS II

SA (1 s)

National PGA 6

1000 years Idem 9

2500 years Idem 9

Fig. 8: Data classification schema

Figure 9 is an example of class intervals
representation where the three color ranges
are shown.

If the authors of the maps would extract more
information from the map reading, the isolines
map with a color gradient shown in figure 10
is a successful sample.

To look up the value of the ground motion
parameter in any point of the study area, the user
can explore the web map in the VISOR RESIS II
server (Figure 11). Layers with data related to
the different scales and the probabilities studied
are available.

500-years RP

PGA (gal) 

2500-years RP 

Conclusions
A total of 43 maps has been composed in this work, which is used in different ways:

•During the work developement, partial results needed to be mapped in order to facilitate their interpretation, thereby data analysis time was saved.

•Once the work is finished, achieved results will be used to revise and improve earthquake-resistant codes of the respective countries, making it
possible to design and construct more safely and helping authorities in decision making for prevention of possible catastrophes.

•Further, these maps will be the basis for starting future seismic risk analyses, earthquake-triggered landslides hazard studies, etc.

In this work we have proved that analyzing and comparing data is relatively rapid thanks to the graphic representations and related tables in the GIS. At
the same time, it has facilitated the study of the distribution of the seismic hazard, which would be much more complex if instead of reading a map,
only alphanumeric data were available. So, it is clear that interaction between scientists, cartographers and end-users, and an adequate treatment of
the information by all parties would improve the outcome of the work .
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